Pharmacogenetics in biological perspective.
What have we learned? Pharmacogenetics, heritable variation in response to xenobiotics, is present in all forms of life. Initially, human data perhaps have created the most excitement, and they provide much biochemical detail. However, if we look at pharmacogenetic variation of insects and bacteria, we see it as a characteristic of populations; individuals with inborn resistance to various toxicants can cause the survival of a population by the process of Darwinian selection. Diversity of a population and Darwinian selection are different milestones serving population survival. Variation of drug response may represent variation of drug targets, drug metabolism, and probably drug transport. Metabolic variation appears to be the most prominent; at present, it is not clear whether this prominence has historical or biological causes. It is an interesting exercise to compare pharmacogenetic resistance with intoxication and resistance to infection by invasion of disease-carrying bacteria or other pathogens. The big difference is that pathogens tend to show variabilities that drugs do not have. The immune system is made to deal with the genetic variabilities linked to the short life span of most pathogens. However, there are, besides the immune system, several cases of genetic host resistance associated with the long life span of mammalian hosts. Such genetic host resistances are factors equivalent to pharmacogenetic variation. Current data pertain to resistance against malaria, tuberculosis, cholera, and AIDS. Most pharmacogenetic variants within a population are preadaptive, that is, they are established before xenobiotic exposure. Hence, one must postulate a multiplicity of variants in a population capable of resisting a multiplicity of drugs. The persistence of this multiplicity suggests that most variants are either present in heterozygous form and are thereby advantageous for their carriers, or they are selectively neutral mutants. It means that the biological cost of pharmacogenetic diversity, measured in terms of reduced fertility, should be low in a population. The frequencies of variant genes are usually not the same in different populations. Also the nucleotide substitutions in a variable gene often differ between populations. In other words, pharmacogenetic differences between populations are typical events. Pharmacogenetics is usually thought of as the study of a situation in which a single gene product exerts control over a given drug response so that a failure to respond, or an excessive response, may result. However, one should not forget that random variation is always present, probably reflecting the randomness of mutations plus variation of any environmental factors that might contribute. This underlying randomness of variation will always affect the picture of any all-or-none variation. Future pharmacogenetics must deal with both random and monogenic variation.